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Here, simulation is carried out for Natural gas purification where water 

is removed from the gases to make it water free Gas and also for 

removing water herein TEG ( Triethylene glycol ) used for dehydration 

process. 

- It’s necessary to remove water content from the natural gas for the 

prevention of gradual plugging of the pipeline by ice formation, to 

avoid liquid slugs and also to avoid risk of condensation of water 

in pipeline[1]. 

- There are four types of process used for the removing of water 

content which is absorption process, adsorption process, gas 

permeation and refrigeration. Out of four processes in industry two 

processes widely used which is an absorption and adsorption 

process. 
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About Flowsheet: 

Herein, Triethylene gylcol used to remove water content from the wet 

natural gas stream. In process, pure TEG is fed to the top an absorber 

where it is contacted with wet natural gas stream. As in process glycol 

removes water by physical absorption and is found in bottom. Natural 

gas found from the top of the column which is dried [contains 91% 

methane] and can be used in pipeline for further use. Here in absorber 

TEG is fed up in top and inlet gas [natural gas stream] is fed up at stage 

8.  

The bottom stream from the absorber is fed up in distillation column to 

separate hydrocarbon vapors and triethylene glycol. However, here one 

thing has to done that reducing pressure of bottom stream before 

regeneration step. The bottom TEG rich stream is heated in heat 

exchanger and fed up in regenerator [which consists of a column, an 

overhead condenser, and a reboiler]. From the regenerator 99.9 % pure 

triethylene glycol obtained and from the top of column sour gas found 

which contains 47.6% methane. 

Bottom high pure TEG then cooled using cross heat exchanger and fed 

up in centrifugal pump where its pressure is elevated to that of the 

absorber nearly to 64 atm pressure. After increasing pressure TEG 

stream is fed up in cooler to reduce temperature near about 25℃. Now, 

recycle TEG can be used in initial step of the process [again fed up in 

absorber].  



 

Figure 1: Simulated flowsheet 

There are also several issues with TEG dehydration that foreign matters 

such as dust and any oxides may contaminate glycol solution. There is 

an also problem regarding overheating in which low and high boiling 

fraction [knows as decomposition products] may produced. But due to 

its economic means and easier operation TEG widely used in industry 

for dehydration process.  

 

Figure 2: Stream Data 
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